Stakeholder engagement in radiological protection: Developing theory, practice and guidelines
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Abstract – The European project ENGAGE investigated formal or informal demands and expectations for stakeholder engagement in radiological protection, and their translation into practices at national and local levels. Three contexts were examined in detail: nuclear emergency preparedness, response and recovery; exposure to indoor radon; and medical exposures to ionising radiation. Research showed that prescriptions and practices for stakeholder engagement would benefit from acknowledging the normative and substantive rationales for engagement. It suggests broadening participation both in terms of stakeholders – particularly from the perspective of integration of radiological protection into broader frameworks – and the forms of participation – for instance by recognising the importance of informal and citizen-led engagement. In addition, more systematic approaches for stakeholder engagement should be included in the elaboration and evaluation of national policies. Finally, results substantiate the need for developing radiological protection culture in a participatory, multi-disciplinary way. Recommendations for more robust stakeholder engagement in radiological protection are formulated based on the findings.
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1 Introduction

Engagement of stakeholders, including wider publics, in radiological protection has become a key topic for researchers, practitioners, policy-makers and civil society organisations. This is reflected in a wide variety of generic guidelines and recommendations, strategic research agendas of radiological protection research platforms, and research projects and initiatives at international and national levels (e.g. Nisbet et al., 2005; HERCA, 2008; IRPA, 2008; CIP, 2009; IAEA, 2014; NTW, 2015; OECD, 2015; Baudé et al., 2016; Raskob et al., 2016; SAFECAST, 2016, p. 12; Perko et al., 2019).

However, there are challenges in the practical implementation of policies and legal requirements for stakeholder engagement, for instance ensuring resources for sustainable engagement, attracting long term involvement, or addressing divergences on who to involve, at which stage, and what the outcome of engagement should be (NTW, 2015; Liland and Raskob, 2016). Moreover, in both research and practice, considerably more attention has been given to invited participation initiated by governmental actors or research institutions, than to other forms of bottom-up or citizen-led engagement (Wynne, 2007). Finally, while the establishment of radiological protection culture has received increasing attention in the past decade (e.g. IRPA, 2014), its characterisation in different exposure contexts by/for different stakeholders, as well as its interaction with stakeholder engagement have not been addressed in a systematic way (Perko et al., 2019).

To cover these gaps, the European project ENGAGE (“ENhancinG stAkeholder participation in the Governance of radiological risks for improved radiation protection and informed decision-making”) investigated the formal or informal demands and expectations for stakeholder engagement, and how these are translated into practices at national and local levels. It focused on three contexts of exposure to ionising radiation: nuclear emergency preparedness, response and recovery; indoor radon; and medical exposures to ionising radiation. The objectives were:
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– to analyse the formal discourses prescribing or recommending engagement, as formulated in international and national legislations and guidelines, and mobilised by different actors;
– to highlight the forms of participation that can be observed in practice, and potential gaps between prescriptions and practices;
– to investigate processes for enhancing radiological protection culture and their role in facilitating stakeholder engagement and informed decision making;
– to develop novel approaches to analysing stakeholder interaction and engagement;
– to design a knowledge base and formulate recommendations for a more robust stakeholder engagement in radiological protection.

Sections 2 and 3 provide details on the concepts and methodology employed in the project, while the subsequent sections summarise the main results and conclusions from this study.

2 Sensitising concepts for analysis

Stakeholder engagement is conceptually framed within, and stems from, theories and practices on participation. For the purpose of analysis, a number of terms have been used within ENGAGE as “sensitizing concepts” to indicate possible lines of inquiry that can be adapted to the case at hand and the developments that ensue during fieldwork (van den Hoonard, 1997).

First, for the concept of stakeholder, there is no consensus among researchers and practitioners, in general, and among radiological protection communities, in particular, on “who” has a stake, and “what” is at stake in radiological protection. This lack of consensus is also an asset as it leads to in-depth discussions on why, who and how stakeholders should, can or will be involved in decision-making processes (Miles, 2012). ENGAGE investigated how the concept of stakeholders is defined in regulations and guidelines relevant to radiological protection, and how this concept is mobilised by different actors. The project adopted a broad understanding of stakeholders as: actors (individuals or groups, institutional and non-institutional) with a tangible or intangible (yet to be shaped or discerned) interest in the radiation exposure situation and the related radiological protection issues. These actors may be affecting decisions, be affected by the formulation and resolution of a problem or challenge, or represent an affected party (humans or the environment). In this perspective, stakeholders are constructed by their interaction with actors, issues, contexts.

Second, ENGAGE recognised that participation is a reality that occurs in different forms. Various models of participation have been proposed by scholar and practitioners (Abelshausen et al., 2015). Throughout the last decades, these models have evolved from hierarchical models of participation, to models wherein each type of participation has its own merit. ENGAGE recognised the plurality of engagement concepts and the continuum between formal and informal participation, institutional and citizen-led participation, lower and higher levels of involvement and influence on agenda-setting and decision-making on environmental or science and technology issues. Therefore, it did not adopt a predefined definition of engagement. Instead, it traced the prescriptions for and practices of engagement, and the meanings these entail. Within analyses, an adapted version of the horizontal model of Health Canada (2000) was considered as a benchmark for stakeholder participation, wherein each type has its own merit depending on the context. This includes: providing information/education, gathering information from stakeholders, consultation/dialogue, partnering, and citizens’ actions. The project took into account that invited participation by institutional actors is only one part of a more complex relational system, which includes also other forms of engagement, such as citizen-led initiatives.

Third, different rationales for participation were studied, focusing on substantive, instrumental and normative motivations (Stirling, 2008). A substantive motivation highlights the improvement of decisions, policies and assessments by including a plurality of viewpoints. An instrumental motivation characterizes participation as a means to an end, and is reflected in the intent to support preconceived, often short-term policy commitments (e.g. educating citizens about science). And a normative or democratic motivation is grounded on the values and ethics underlying participation (e.g. the moral right to participate of potentially affected people). Within ENGAGE, dominant rationales for participation were determined, as defined or mobilised by different actors.

Finally, ENGAGE studied radiological protection culture (RP culture), particularly its role and potential benefit to facilitate stakeholder engagement. RP culture is here understood as a concept of composite nature, characterized by a set of perceptions, values, attitudes, beliefs and expectations related to radiation risk; an assembly of knowledge, know-how, skills, experience, and practices related to radiological protection; and a dynamic development process based on multi-stakeholder interactions (IRPA, 2014). From a general point of view, the aims of RP culture are manifold. First, it favours an understanding of radiological protection norms and standards. Second, it enables individuals to reflect on their own protection and/or that of others, consciously consider radiological protection aspects in their lives, and contribute to decision-making processes related to the management of radiological exposure situations. Thirdly, it enables professionals in radiological protection and other stakeholders to participate in a dialogue, share a common language, with a view to enhance decision-making processes associated with the implementation of the radiological protection system, and better address the concerns of all stakeholders.

3 Methodology

3.1 Rationales and frames for engagement

A first objective of ENGAGE was to analyse the rationales and frameworks for stakeholder engagement in radiological protection. Therefore, it did not adopt a predefined definition of engagement. Instead, it traced the prescriptions for and practices of engagement, and the meanings these entail. Within analyses, an adapted version of the horizontal model of Health Canada (2000) was considered as a benchmark for stakeholder participation, wherein each type has its own merit depending on the context. This includes: providing information/education, gathering information from stakeholders, consultation/dialogue, partnering, and citizens’ actions. The project took into account that invited participation by institutional actors is only one part of a more complex relational system, which includes also other forms of engagement, such as citizen-led initiatives.

Third, different rationales for participation were studied, focusing on substantive, instrumental and normative motivations (Stirling, 2008). A substantive motivation highlights the improvement of decisions, policies and assessments by including a plurality of viewpoints. An instrumental motivation characterizes participation as a means to an end, and is reflected in the intent to support preconceived, often short-term policy commitments (e.g. educating citizens about science). And a normative or democratic motivation is grounded on the values and ethics underlying participation (e.g. the moral right to participate of potentially affected people). Within ENGAGE, dominant rationales for participation were determined, as defined or mobilised by different actors.

Finally, ENGAGE studied radiological protection culture (RP culture), particularly its role and potential benefit to facilitate stakeholder engagement. RP culture is here understood as a concept of composite nature, characterized by a set of perceptions, values, attitudes, beliefs and expectations related to radiation risk; an assembly of knowledge, know-how, skills, experience, and practices related to radiological protection; and a dynamic development process based on multi-stakeholder interactions (IRPA, 2014). From a general point of view, the aims of RP culture are manifold. First, it favours an understanding of radiological protection norms and standards. Second, it enables individuals to reflect on their own protection and/or that of others, consciously consider radiological protection aspects in their lives, and contribute to decision-making processes related to the management of radiological exposure situations. Thirdly, it enables professionals in radiological protection and other stakeholders to participate in a dialogue, share a common language, with a view to enhance decision-making processes associated with the implementation of the radiological protection system, and better address the concerns of all stakeholders.
A second objective of ENGAGE was to highlight through case studies the forms of participation that can be observed in practice, with attention to the issues at stake; the ways outcomes and processes of participation are crafted; the main challenges and opportunities; and how these practices relate to the frames set by the legislative documents and guidelines analysed. Case studies were selected to cover a broad range of participation practices in the three exposure contexts in different European countries. Attention was directed both at formal and informal participation, which are distinguished by the fact that formal engagement is organized along the lines of policy prescriptions, whereas informal engagement exists independently of such requirements. An illustration of the former can be found in legally required consultations with stakeholders in establishing emergency plans, whereas grassroots citizen science initiatives can offer an example of informal engagement (see Geysmans et al., 2020).

In total, 15 national case studies of stakeholder engagement in practice have been developed in three exposure contexts – medical exposures (Cantone et al., 2019), indoor radon (Turcanu et al., 2019a) and emergency preparedness, response and recovery (Zeleznik et al., 2019c) to address the aforementioned questions.
search was performed with search words (translated in Dutch and French) including combinations of terms referring to “nuclear emergency”, “emergency plan” or “radioactivity”, with terms such as “participation”, “meeting”, “action”, “protest”, “stakeholder”, “citizen” or “population”. The aim was to generate a systematic mapping of existing activities (Pallett et al., 2017) providing a broad overview of stakeholder engagement initiatives in relation to nuclear emergency management in Belgium. Parameters of the search engine were set to identify material published in Belgium over a 10-years period (2009–2019). A screening was applied to eliminate duplicates and entries unrelated to any form of engagement in emergency management (150 web pages retained from more than 1000 initial hits). In a second step, we identified (in an inductive way) those cases which were remarkable, unique or rare. This process of “deviant sampling” (cf. Suri, 2011) encompassed a more in-depth analysis of the different cases in the database. This revealed forms of engagement dominant in terms of their prevalence, as well as forms which were deviant, for instance in terms of stakeholders involved, objects and media concerned in the engagement activity, initiators of the activity, and/or purpose of the activity.

This method has several merits. First, it provides a broad overview of existing stakeholder engagement initiatives in a defined context. Second, it can potentially identify stakeholders and forms of engagement which might remain undetected when pertaining only to more dominant understandings. Third, it provides opportunities for reflection on potential futures or alternatives of participation, and societal power dimensions shaping current understandings of stakeholder engagement. When conducted at different time intervals, or with different geographical emphases, this two-step sampling approach also holds the potential to trace changes in stakeholder engagement, highlighting how what is dominant and deviant evolves over time and/or space, in accordance with power dynamics. A potential pitfall of the current implementation is that the search engine acts as a gatekeeper and potentially hinders identification of cases which are not available through this access point. The forms of participation identified through this method have thus been usefully complemented with results from a search in academic literature (Google scholar) and information obtained from emergency management researchers and practitioners.

3.4.2 Analysis of websites as potential facilitators of engagement

To analyse to what extent radon websites are or can be used to facilitate engagement in radon risk management, a combination of automated and manual evaluation methods was developed for website analysis (Perko and Turcanu, 2020). Following Karkin and Janssen (2014), Coleman et al. (2008), Domarkas et al. (2012) and Siar (2005), a number of website evaluation metrics were adapted for the context of radon mitigation. One hundred and seventy-three websites of national, regional and local authorities responsible for radon issues or located in radon prone areas have been evaluated in 11 European countries. The evaluation criteria were defined and assessed as follows:

- availability of radon information: automated and manual check with “radon” as search word, and analysis of all pages and sub-pages related to health, environment, policies and news;
- accessibility from mobile devices: presence or absence of a mobile friendly version;
- personalized content: possibility to obtain radon information corresponding to a specific address or location; interactive radon map; map with radon concentrations;
- broken links on the internet pages: automatic evaluation using W3C standards3, recursion depth level 3;
- interaction with stakeholders: feedback forms or satisfaction questionnaires; Q&A tools as an open category; possibility to propose ideas, e.g. related to radon actions; broadcasting related to the radon program or events/meetings (e.g. TV broadcasts, documentaries, public meetings, Webinars); direct personal communication (e.g. e-mail address) with the responsible for radon; user-centred design (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, YouTube);
- dialogue between stakeholders: presence or absence of chat areas or message boards;
- responsiveness of the authorities: response to an e-mail sent to each institution dealing with radon issues presented on the website; evaluated quantitatively (days before response) and qualitatively (empathy, concern). Another indicator: use of social media plugs;
- content and design for different stakeholder groups: user-friendliness and usability, e.g. how quickly (number of clicks) can information be found, such as cost of radon measurement kit, or where to get it from; the presence of stories; subpages dedicated to specific stakeholder groups;
- transparency and openness: online availability of: list of analysis laboratories; national radon action radon plan and financial documents related to it; European BSS Directive; other national legislation; radon mapping plan; locations for radon mitigation activities.

This method allowed the identification of good practices for radon websites and can be adapted to other fields, for instance medical exposures or emergency preparedness, response and recovery.

3.4.3 Participatory mapping

Picture a giant tableau and a small table with markers, situated in a large conference hall where people chat over coffee and biscuits. The tableau is blank, waiting to be written on.

This was the setting of a participatory mapping exercise at the 2018 Radiation Protection Research Week in Rovinj (Croatia), where social scientists invited conference attendees to write and draw their thoughts about stakeholder engagement in radiological protection. In the course of three days, a full map emerged assembling stakeholder names, relationships, practices, and visions of stakeholder engagement for the future. This exercise was a first step towards gaining a better sense of the expectations, views, and experiences of the radiological protection community – particularly researchers – with respect to “engagement”.

3 http://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/w3c-process/#standards.
4 Results

Using a set of proven and novel methodologies, an analysis was conducted of rationales and frameworks for stakeholder engagement and participation practices in three contexts: emergency preparedness, indoor radon and medical exposures to ionising radiation. Research highlighted both specificities (Geysmans et al., 2020; Kenens, 2020; Schieber et al., 2020; Turcanu et al., 2020), as well as similarities regarding stakeholder engagement across these different exposure contexts. In all three fields, the relevance of stakeholder participation, including wider publics, is increasingly recognised by institutional and non-institutional actors. However, in many (inter)national regulatory frameworks, stakeholder engagement – if prescribed – is little elaborated upon. This causes uncertainty and potential mismatch of expectations regarding issues such as: when to initiate stakeholder engagement, who to involve at which stage and what to expect from it, as well as which (legal or not) basis can foster the participatory process. Interactions with radiation protection researchers and practitioners by means of participatory mapping confirmed the aforementioned findings: most participants recognised the importance of stakeholder engagement in radiological protection and acknowledged that no stakeholder can be wilfully excluded. However, there was a shared unease or uncertainty about how to organize engagement (when to initiate it, whom to involve at which stage, what to expect from it). Results also suggest the need for more systematic approaches to stakeholder engagement in national policies. Several recommendations of ENGAGE originate from and relate, at least partially, to this issue.

Recognizing that any form of engagement entails assumptions about what is at stake, who should or could participate, and what the outcome of the engagement process should be, it is apparent that engagement is no “neutral space” (Turnhout et al., 2010), but instead connects to processes of power and dominance prevailing in broader societies (Chilvers and Burgess, 2008). Research showed that in all three fields, a distinction is often made between formal engagement of professional/institutional stakeholders and that of broader publics. For example, in many prescriptions on stakeholder engagement in emergency preparedness and recovery, stakeholders are defined either as emergency managers, or (possibly) affected publics, with different forms of engagement proposed for these different groups. In most cases, it is professionals and institutional stakeholders who are involved in collaboration and joint decision-making. Although a gradual institutional shift can be noticed from the public knowledge deficit frame to dialogue (Smallman, 2016), engagement of wider publics is mostly seen as a means to raise public awareness and communicate, or to trigger predefined radiological protection actions. While this can be a valuable motivation in itself, it misses a wider view on what stakeholder engagement can deliver. Several recommendations direct therefore attention towards the normative and substantive rationales for engagement.

With few exceptions of national policies in some European countries, the analysis of legal requirements (Zeleznik et al., 2019b) suggests an emphasis on formal, top-down participa-

...
some particularities. In emergency and recovery management, it incited reflection on the role of radiological protection culture in the preparedness phase and argued that its aim is to allow stakeholders to reflect on what is at stake in case of a nuclear accident, not only from a radiological point of view, but also concerning the consequences in the daily life of affected populations. In relation to radon, key points were having radon considered as a public health issue and integrating it into indoor air quality management and the need to build and enhance radiological protection culture for the different stakeholders relevant to these areas. In the medical field, our analysis showed a need to reinforce initiatives to develop and promote radiological protection culture not only for medical professionals directly involved in the implementation of medical procedures using ionizing radiations, but also those who are not directly involved, but may be occupationally exposed and/or interact with patients and/or prescribe medical exams. This includes nurses, general practitioners or other referrers. Finally, ENGAGE emphasized that these three fields are characterized by the need for developing the radiological protection culture in a participatory way for the various stakeholders involved in the management of the exposure situations. Besides being developed through the participation of stakeholders, this also takes stakeholder engagement as a central condition of the implementation of the radiological protection system.

5 Knowledge base

A design concept was proposed for a knowledge base that can contribute to learning from past experience, highlighting challenges and opportunities for stakeholder engagement, and thus help shape and improve future participation processes in the three fields. The concept aims at documenting a wide range of participatory practices, taking into account the specific context of three radiation exposure contexts studied. It builds on past actions developed by the NERIS platform (French et al., 2014), and the OECD (OECD, 2016) with adaptations made to highlight key elements addressed by the ENGAGE project. The database structure includes seven sections: provider of information, general description (e.g. objectives, context, initiator, organiser, funding body), participants (opportunities, motivations), process (participation forms and methods, evaluation, flexibility, ethical consideration), ex-post assessment (e.g. challenges, outcome, feedback from participants), practical information, and additional information (e.g. links to reports). The knowledge base concept was illustrated with four case studies conducted within ENGAGE (Duranova et al., 2019). The concept proposed promotes reflection on the different forms of, and motivations for, engagement and should be of interest for the radiological protection stakeholders. Further steps of knowledge base development could comprise the operational realisation and implementation.

6 Conclusions

ENGAGE addressed stakeholder engagement in three contexts of exposure to ionising radiation, which are the highest – actual or potential – contributors to ionising radiation doses to the public: nuclear emergency preparedness, response and recovery, exposure to indoor radon; and medical exposures to ionising radiation. In these three fields, it directed the focus towards prescriptions and practices for stakeholder engagement. It investigated formal or informal demands and expectations for stakeholder engagement, and how these are translated into practices at national and local levels. It also highlighted the role potential benefit of developing radiological protection culture.

A set of recommendations (Fig. 1) were developed for more robust stakeholder engagement in radiological protection (more details in Turcanu et al., 2019b and www.engage-
concert.eu), based on findings from the research and participatory activities conducted throughout the project, as well as input from a wide range of stakeholders, notably during the final ENGAGE project workshop (Bratislava, 11–13 September 2019).

The findings and recommendations from the ENGAGE project are intended for radiological protection researchers and practitioners, policy makers, and civil society stakeholders and publics, who should work together to develop more robust radiological protection policies and governance. Further research should focus on implementation and validation of ENGAGE recommendations in practice in different national and local contexts.
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